
Dear colleagues 

Since my term as elected member of the JNU Executive Council will end on 23 October 2016, I would 
like to report on my experiences, given my e-mail promise two years ago to take “independent and 
principled positions” with the aim to “improve and innovate on various policies and procedures 
affecting recruitment, promotion, re-employment” in our University.  

I and my two other colleagues approached our work in each of the ten meetings held during our 
term with careful home work, united and effective articulation of views, and perseverance in 
winning support from other members. In a recent meeting, for instance, external members joined us 
in highlighting howlers in the documents submitted to the CAG after they were cleared at the 
Finance Committee.  Such critical and detailed discussion was unprecedented, and it resulted in a 
welcome decision that henceforth the financial accounts will be shared with the EC members before 
they are submitted to the CAG.  

Interventions were made on virtually every major item on the agenda to make deliberations 
meaningful and productive. Meetings usually went on for hours, and one or two meetings had to be 
adjourned to be re-convened. We tried to circumvent the lack of agenda setting power prior to the 
meetings by raising issues as additional matters and pursuing with them at the time when action 
taken reports came up in the successive meetings.  The purpose has been to bring clarity and 
coherence in varied sets of rules/principles/procedures relating to the career advancement, re-
employment, appointments under Statute 28, and reimbursement of legal expenses in the wake of 
criminal complaints lodged against the university employees, service conditions of technical staff, 
section officers, gardeners and security personnel.  Notably, as some of you may already know, we 
were able to get selection committee recommendations negated or modified in respect of a couple 
of colleagues by invoking the grounds of conflict of interest and miscarriage of justice. Equally 
forceful was the opposition to the University’s attempts to set aside the seniority principle in the 
appointment of Chairpersons/Deans, although the Minutes presently avoid categorical assurance to 
that effect. 

We advocated moderation in handling challenging campus situations, particularly when disciplinary 
action was proposed (or taken) against teaching and non-teaching staff.  Our constructive approach 
helped in the consensus decision to allow participation of representatives of karmacharis and 
officers in the EC meetings on relevant items as observers. It is heartening on the other hand that EC 
members in one voice opposed attempt to automatically invoke the Central Services conduct rules in 
the show cause notices issued to certain employees, and consequently it was agreed that the 
University-specific conduct rules will be formulated. However, in regard to the GSCASH reports on 
complaints against employees, our approach was guided by strict compliance with the extant 
framework of rules.  

Often we have noticed errors and omissions in the record of the EC meetings circulated to members.  
We persistently wrote to seek correction of the minutes on numerous items in several meetings.  To 
our surprise and dismay, the task proved to be tough, because the Chair of the EC generally 
concurred but no proper correction of any of the said Minutes was forthcoming.  Soon a couple of 
external members also have started expressing unhappiness about the inaccuracies in the Minutes. 
To help preparation of the record accurately, the EC agreed to allow video recording of the meetings 
to help proper recording of the decisions.  Besides, the EC has resolved to put on the JNU website 
parts of the EC decisions.  On our persistence, the VC directed the staff to honour the commitment 
to prepare and circulate detailed corrigenda for all past meetings where the need existed.   

The power to dissent has been the most potent one we did not hesitate to use when situation 
demanded. For example, we dissented on the EC decision in November 2015 to grant extension of 
the tenure of the Finance Officer, because in our view it went against standard procedures and even 



tenets of propriety.  Our approach – in vain - to the Visitor and the MHRD to have the decision 
reviewed by the EC apparently annoyed University officials who were rumoured to have closely 
scrutinized our individual service records to see how we can be targeted. Indeed, when I apprised 
the Council about the perceived witch-hunting in the course of the 7 September EC meeting, the VC 
solemnly assured that no such vindictive action would be allowed.  I would have saluted the VC if 
that assurance had been incorporated in the minutes, for it would only preserve sanctity of fearless 
participation in the EC.    

The work at the EC is not just a product, but an ongoing process. I draw the attention of our 
successor elected colleagues to a few pending issues: (1) consideration for due approval of the 
guidelines on the appointment of independent Ombudsman for settling inter se disputes in a 
manner that the new mechanism would not substitute the existing ones and would not allow 
subordination of the University to the UGC in the matter; (2) early implementation the judgement of 
the Division Bench of the Delhi High Court on restoring the rights of [Delhi] University employees to 
shift to GPF; and (3) early adoption of modalities for the grant of higher academic grade pay for 
eligible professors.  

I hope the account conforms to your mandate to me/us to make a difference at the EC and to hold 

the ideals of JNU high.  

 

With best regards 
C.S.R. Murthy 


